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Cover Photo - Essentials Series Braxton Mantel Package shown
see page 28 for more information

FIND YOUR HAPPY (fire)PLACE.
Throughout the ages, people have gathered around fires to share in life’s greatest joys.
There’s just something about the glow of flickering flames that makes special moments feel even warmer.
A Napoleon fireplace is uniquely designed to brighten the vibe of any room in your house. Napoleon has
an incredible range of designer options to fit any vision.
A fire not only raises the warmth and ambiance of a room, it can raise the value of your home. A fireplace
offers some of the highest returns of any remodeling project. And that should make you feel good all over.
And so you can keep enjoying that positive glow for years and years and years, every Napoleon fireplace
is backed by an exclusive warranty program.

We are proud to be recognized as one of Canada’s Best Managed
Companies and are dedicated to providing quality, home comfort
products for over 40 years and counting.
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Ascent Electric 33 & 40
™

Built-In Electric Fireplace
The Napoleon Ascent Electric 33 & 40 fireplaces imitate the look of a traditional
™

masonry fireplace but with all the convenience of simply plugging it in, sitting
back and enjoying the heat and glowing log set! Napoleon’s flame technology

randomly adjusts the flame effect, color, height and speed creating the illusion
of a true wood burning fire with a modulating ember bed for a realistic glow.
Perfect for any room in a house, condo, apartment or office.

Ascent Electric 33
™

NEFB33H
28¾"h x 34"w x 9¾"d
5,000 BTU’s (120V) | 9,000 BTU’s (240V)
1,500 Watts (120V) | 2,650 Watts (240V)

For more detailed specifications visit our website: www.napoleonfireplaces.com

HIGH INTENSITY

Ascent Electric 40
™

NEFB40H
32"h x 40¾"w x 14"d

Features & Accessories

Remote Control
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Side Brick Panel Detail

Self Trimming Flange

Non-Reflective Backing

Ascent Electric 33 shown with NIGHT LIGHT set on orange
™

NIGHT LIGHT
Blue, Clear, Orange and Purple
™

™

Ascent Electric 40 shown with NIGHT LIGHT set on purple
™

™

MANTEL / ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGES AVAILABLE
See the Decor Series pages 16-21
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Cinema Log Series
™

Built-In Electric Fireplace
Imagine completely transforming your living space just by plugging in a fireplace.

With the Napoleon Cinema Log series electric fireplaces you can do just that. The
™

Cinema Log 24
™

realistic log bed glows just like real burning logs, and when turned off, fades just

NEFB24H-3A
17⅝"h x 24"w x 8⅝"d

like a real dying fire. Set the mood instantly with complete control over flame and

ember lights, heat intensity and even set the NIGHT LIGHT for added ambiance.
™

These electric fireplaces add class to your décor, no matter where you put it.

5,000 BTU’s
1,500 Watts

For more detailed specifications visit our website: www.napoleonfireplaces.com

Cinema Log 27
™

NEFB27H-3A
18⅝"h x 27"w x 9½"d

HIGH INTENSITY

Features & Accessories
Cinema Log 29
™

NEFB29H-3A
20⅛"h x 29"w x 9½"d

Remote Control

Brick Side Panel Detail
(Cinema Log 29 only)
TM
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Realistic Logs and
Ember Bed

Self Trimming Flange

Optional three or four
piece trim kit available

The Cinema 27 shown

Cinema 29 shown with NIGHT LIGHT set circulating multi-color

™

NIGHT LIGHT
Blue, Clear, Orange and Multi-Color Circulating Mode
(NEFB27H-3A & NEFB29H-3A only)
™

™

NIGHT LIGHT
Can be used
independently
™

™

MANTEL / ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGES AVAILABLE
See the Essentials Series pages 22-31
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Cinema Glass Series
™

Built-In Electric Fireplace
The glow from a Napoleon Cinema Glass Built-In Electric Fireplace
™

will transform any room by adding a sparkling and luxurious touch. No

Cinema Giass 24
™

NEFB24HG-3A

venting or chimneys are needed to fill your space with the warmth and

17⅝"h x 24"w x 8⅝"d

glow of a Napoleon Fireplace. The topaz glass ember bed scintillates,

setting the perfect mood, lit by the flickering flames, or the unique,

multicolored NIGHT LIGHT . Perfect your space with three size options.
™

5,000 BTU’s
1,500 Watts
Cinema Glass 27
™

For more detailed specifications visit our website: www.napoleonfireplaces.com

NEFB27HG-3A
18⅝"h x 27"w x 9½"d

HIGH INTENSITY

Cinema Glass 29
™

Features & Accessories

NEFB29HG-3A
20⅛"h x 29"w x 9½"d

Remote Control
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Topaz Glass Ember Bed

Self Trimming Flange

Optional three or four
piece trim kit available

The Cinema Glass 24 shown with four piece trim

The Cinema Glass 29 shown

™

NIGHT LIGHT
Blue, Clear, Orange and Multi-Color Circulating Mode
™

™

NIGHT LIGHT
Can be used
independently
™

MANTEL / ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGES AVAILABLE
See the Essentials Series pages 22-31
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Tranquille 30
™

Built-In Electric Fireplace
Napoleon’s Tranquille 30 Electric Fireplace comes complete with both a log set
™

and CRYSTALINE glass ember bed ensuring a seamless match to your style and
™

tastes, plus you can change it up anytime the mood strikes. The convenient on/off
switch on the unit or the remote, allows you to relax, while remaining in total control

of the flame and ember bed brightness. The Tranquille 30 reflective rear panel
™

mirrors the flames giving you fireplace depth without actually taking up space.

NEFB30GL
5,000 BTU’s
1,500 Watts
32¼"h x 30"w x 10¾"d
For more detailed specifications visit our website: www.napoleonfireplaces.com

Tranquille 30 shown with CRYSTALINE Ember Bed and flames set on combined orange and blue
™

HIGH INTENSITY

Features & Accessories

Remote Control
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CRYSTALINE™ Ember Bed

Traditional Log Set

™

Tranquille 30 shown with log set and flames set on orange
™

Flames and NIGHT LIGHT
Blue, Pink, Orange and Multi-Color
™
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Woodland Series
™

Electric Log Sets
The Woodland Series are used in an insert style installation, just plug in
™

and place in a pre-existing masonry fireplace. Backed by over 40 years of

experience working with real flames, Napoleon is applying that knowledge to

Woodland 18
™

NEFI18H

their rapidly growing electric fireplace line. These beautifully designed electric

13¹/2"h x 18"w x 13"d

log sets offer authentic glowing logs and realistic flames. The Woodland series
™

comes in three sizes and allows you to enjoy the look and ambiance of a gas or
wood fireplace without any mess, fuss or costly installation fees.
5,000 BTU’s
1,500 Watts

For more detailed specifications visit our website: www.napoleonfireplaces.com

Woodland 24
™

NEFI24H
14¹/₁₆"h x 24"w x 14¹/₁₆"d

HIGH INTENSITY

Woodland 27
™

NEFI27H

Features & Accessories

Remote Control
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Natural Slow Dying Ember Bed
(NEFI24H & NEFI27H only)

15⁹/₁₆"h x 26⅝"w x 14¹/₁₆"d

Hand Painted Resin Log Set

Realistic Burning Logs

Customizable Glow

Woodland 18 shown
™

Woodland 24 shown
™
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Outstanding Features
of Napoleon’s Advanced Technology

ELECTRIC FIREPLACE
Economical to Operate

ULTRA BRIGHT LED LIGHTS
™

Provide day or night intensity

ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE
Adjust the heat being produced
by choosing a temperature

PLUG IN
Simply plug in and your fireplace is ready

HARD WIRED
Can be hard wired into existing home
wiring (not applicable with the Woodland
electric log set series)

HIGH INTENSITY

TM

Reliable LED Technology

Napoleon’s electric fireplaces offer reliable LED
technology for added convenience. LED lights are
extremely energy efficient and long-lasting saving
you the hassle of having to change out light bulbs.
Plus LED lights are high intensity providing a product
you can enjoy during both day and night time.

Self Trimming

A self trimming flange on all of Napoleon’s electric built-in
fireplaces guarantees an easy installation and removes
the difficulty of needing a perfect cut on your surrounding
material. The self trimming flange provides a perfect clean
finish every time.

Small Details - Big Impact

Napoleon’s non-reflective backing allows the fireplace flames
to stand out while minimizing distracting reflections from the
surrounding room. With flames, logs and ember beds this
realistic, you’re sure to fully enjoy them.
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SAFE TO TOUCH
Never hot enough to burn

WHISPER QUIET

TM

Operates at a whisper to ensure enjoyment

ECO-FRIENDLY
Only heat the rooms you use most

NON-REFLECTIVE BACKING
Allows for optimal flame viewing (not
applicable with the Woodland electric
log set series)
TM

FULL FEATURE REMOTE
Controls thermostat, heat settings, flame
settings, timer, on/off and more

SAVE UP TO 30%
WITH NAPOLEON’S

CAN BE RECESSED
The Ascent series can be fully recessed
TM

Front Heat

BRILLIANT CRYSTALS
Exclusive Topaz glass ember bed slowly
dies out when turned off for an authentic
fireplace experience (Cinema Glass Series)

Napoleon’s built-in electric fireplaces are designed to blow
heat out the front of the unit allowing a more efficient and
direct route to zone heating your room.

M

Mantel Packages

Napoleon’s Ascent series, Cinema Log and Cinema Glass
series offer a variety of mantel packages to choose from,
perfect for those wanting an aesthetically pleasing focal
point in their room.
™

REALISTIC LOG SET
Realistic logset and ember bed slowly
die out when turned off for an authentic
fireplace experience (Cinema Series)

™

™

Transformation

All Napoleon’s built-in products, including the Ascent
series, Cinema Log series, Cinema Glass series and
Woodland log sets series, allow an affordable and quick
transformation of an old masonry opening into a beautiful
new fireplace and eliminates the chore of cleaning dirt
and ashes of a traditional wood fireplace.

™

™

™

™

TM
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DESIGNED TO TAKE THE STRESS OUT
OF EVERYDAY LIFE.
DECOR MANTEL AND ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGES COLLECTION

Napoleon Decor Mantel and Entertainment Packages
combine centuries-old tradition and elegance with modern
flair and functionality for a truly exceptional statement
piece. With four mantel style options to choose from
available with the Ascent Electric 33
™

firebox and the

Aden mantel available with the Ascent Electric 40 firebox,
™

you are sure to find the masterpiece that speaks to you. A
broad array of finishes, decorative pieces, textures, inlays
and pedestal bases, not only work with your home decor
but enhance your rooms ambiance.
For detailed mantel specifications visit our website: www.napoleonfireplaces.com

SEASON
HIGH INTENSITY

ENJOYMENT
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The Colbert
In a practical yet handsome combination of function and
decor, the Colbert offers an abundance of features for
owners looking to get more out of their mantel. Soft closing,
bevelled glass doors with iron accents offer cupboard space
to place your treasured possessions on display. Motion
sensor LED lights light the way to soft closing drawers
and doors for a quiet, pleasant and reliable experience.

65"w x 20"d x 44 1/3"h
(NEFP33-0614AM)

Comes with the Ascent Electric 33
(See Pages 4-5 for firebox details)
™

Inlay with Diamond
Cut Top

Soft-close Media
Door

Self Closing Drawers
and Doors

Bevelled Glass Door with
Interior LED Accent Lights

Pedestal Base
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The Aden
The magnificent stature of the Aden mantel combined with the
alluring cherry wood finish produces a forceful presence in any
home. Solid wood hand carved columns border the sides of the
mantel while encompassing a beautiful Victorian hand carved
ornament. The Aden is simply GRAND and will demand the
attention of all those who bask in its warm glow.

64"w x 20"d x 53 3/8"h
(NEFP40-0714C)
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Dentil Accent Molding and
Solid Hand Carved Columns

Black Granite
Styled Surround

Solid wood, hand
carved ornament

Pedestal Base

Cherry Wood Finish

Comes with the Ascent Electric 40
(See Pages 4-5 for firebox details)
™

The Taylor
The Taylor mantel mimics these sentiments by encasing your
fireplace with decorative features in a classic white finish.
The black slate styled surround creates a striking contrast
against the white finish and produces a modern and pure look
for your fireplace. Dentil molding, ornamental focus point
and inset panels all emerge together creating an elegant
and timeless piece set upon a prominent pedestal base.
55"w x 16 3/4"d x 45 1/2"h
(NEFP33-0214W)

Comes with the Ascent Electric 33
(See Pages 4-5 for firebox details)
™

Dentil Accent Molding

Black Slate
Styled Surround

Decorative Keystone

Pedestal Base

Classic White Finish
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The Monroe
The Monroe mantel lives up to its name with a burnished walnut
finish that will turn heads and keep the focus of those who
are in its presence. Solid wood decorative rope molding and
hand carved solid wood columns add a level of intricate detail
while framing and capturing the allure of the fireplace itself.

57 1/2"w x 18"d x 45"h
(NEFP33-0314BW)
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Rope Molding and Solid
Wood Hand Carved Columns

Black Slate
Styled Surround

Inlay with Diamond
Cut Top

Pedestal Base

Burnished Walnut Finish

Comes with the Ascent Electric 33
(See Pages 4-5 for firebox details)
™

The Harlow
The elegance that the Harlow mantel possesses is truly
timeless. The warm feel of the mahogany finish paired
with the multitude of simple yet stunning details,
create an overall balanced and powerful presence.
Experience sophistication with a solid wood, hand
carved floral focal point surrounded by rich panel
insets and topped with a decorative dentil molding.

55"w x 16 3/4"d x 45 1/2"h
(NEFP33-0114M)

Comes with the Ascent Electric 33
(See Pages 4-5 for firebox details)
™

Dentil Accent Molding

Inlay with Diamond
Cut Top

Decorative Keystone

Pedestal Base

Mahogany Finish
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A TIMELESS HEIRLOOM TO STAY IN
THE FAMILY FOR AGES TO COME.
ESSENTIALS MANTEL AND ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGES COLLECTION

Napoleon Essentials Mantel and Entertainment packages offer a variety of
finishes and sizes to ensure the perfect fit for your needs. From contemporary
flare to traditional elegance there are several mantel options in this collection
available with Cinema Log and Cinema Glass series fireboxes. Choose the
™

™

mantel that suits your home, your tastes and your lifestyle. Enhance your room’s
atmosphere with a variety of inlays, pedestal bases, hidden compartments,
decorative doors, hardware, solid hardwood pieces and much, much more.

For detailed mantel specifications visit our website: www.napoleonfireplaces.com

SEASON
HIGH INTENSITY

ENJOYMENT
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The Canterbury
The Canterbury is not only a functional entertainment center
but an aesthetically captivating focal point. Crafted with
a luxurious inlay with a diamond cut top, the Canterbury
stands out from the crowd. Decorative side columns stand
on a beautiful pedestal base, enclosing the Cinema 29
firebox. Other details like the decorative hardware and glass
doors create a classic appearance to appease any taste.
™

64"w x 20"d x 34"h
(NEFP29-1415E)
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Decorative Side Columns

Inlay with Diamond
Cut Top

Decorative Hardware

Electronic Media Compartment with
Wire Management System

Can be used independently
as a NIGHT LIGHT
™

Comes with the Cinema 29
(See Pages 6-7 for firebox details)
™

The Adele
The Adele entertainment package is all modern flare with
contemporary hardware, curved lines and finished in trendy
white. Decorative glass doors and shelves allow books
and other possessions to be on display or can be used for
electronic components with the built-in glass shelf wire
management system. The Adele is sure to stand out with
the Cinema 27 firebox encompassed by clean, crisp white.
™

56"w x 16"d x 32"h
(NEFP27-0815W)

Comes with the Cinema 27
(See Pages 6-7 for firebox details)
™

Contemporary Hardware

Decorative Glass Doors

Interior Wire
Management

Electronic Media Compartment
with Wire Management

Glass Shelves
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The Anya
The Anya Electric Fireplace Entertainment Package is
stylishly modern, complete with a black glossy finish and
a clean lined silhouette. Featuring a smoked glass top and
doors that complement the sparkling glass ember bed,
specifically built for the Cinema Glass 27 Electric Fireplace.
Ideal for all of your entertainment needs, add warmth
and class to any space without the need of a renovation.
™

53"w x 20 3/4"d x 24 4/5"h
(NEFP27-3116B)
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10mm tempered smoked
glass top

Curved smoked glass
push doors

Gloss black finish

Electronic Media Compartment
with Wire Management

Can be used independently
as a NIGHT LIGHT
™

Comes with the Cinema Glass 27
(See Pages 8-9 for firebox details)
™

The Foley
The presence of the Foley in sleek black sets an memorable
presence in any room, adapting to any room style. The
simple, clean lines and minimalistic appearance allow the
Foley to fuse into and elevate the current room feel. The
darkened finish really allows the Cinema Glass 27 firebox to
illuminate and demand attention from anywhere in the room.
™

60"w x 18"d x 32"h
(NEFP27-1015B)

Comes with the Cinema Glass 27
(See Pages 8-9 for firebox details)
™

Smoke Tempered Glass Top

Brushed Aluminum
Rectangular Accent Posts

Smoke Tempered
Glass Doors

Semi Gloss Finish

Can be used independently
as a NIGHT LIGHT
™
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The Crawford
Napoleon’s Essential Series modern Crawford entertainment
package, comes complete with the stunning Cinema
Glass 27 firebox. The presence of this sleek black electric
fireplace entertainment unit adapts to any room style and
the darkened finish really allows the firebox to illuminate
and demand attention from anywhere in the room.
™

54"w x 18"d x 39"h
(NEFP27-1116B)
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Decorative Glass Door

Motion Sensor LED Lights

Gloss black finish

Electronic Media Compartment
with Wire Management

Can be used independently
as a NIGHT LIGHT
™

Comes with the Cinema Glass 27
(See Pages 8-9 for firebox details)
™

The Whitney
A deep grey wash finish makes The Whitney Electric
Fireplace Mantel Package stand out from the rest. Coming
complete with the Cinema Glass 24 Electric Fireplace, this
mantel package is modern and subdued, blending perfectly
into your space. The transitional design makes it perfect
for any room, living, dining, and anything in between.
™

60"w x 18"d x 32"h
(NEFP24-0516GRW)

Comes with the Cinema Glass 27
(See Pages 8-9 for firebox details)
™

10mm tempered glass top

Luxurious handles

Deep grey wash finish

Electronic media storage

Can be used independently
as a NIGHT LIGHT
™
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The Braxton
The Braxton has a modest footprint while housing the largest
electric firebox in the Cinema family at 29 inches. Solid
hardwood decorative side columns hold a black granite
styled surround around the impressive 29” wide Cinema™
fireplace. A hidden compartment allows you to hide any
possessions within or use it to hold electronic media
components with the wire management system found inside.
™

50"w x 15"d x 40"h
(NEFP29-1215BW)
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Pedestal Base

Solid Hardwood Decorative
Side Columns

Black Granite Styled
Surround

Convenient Hidden Compartment
for Media Components

Can be used independently
as a NIGHT LIGHT
™

Comes with the Cinema 29
(See Pages 6-7 for firebox details)
™

The Bailey
The Bailey may be humble in size for small areas but
produces substantial impact of ambience. The Bailey
comes in an Espresso finish for a rich look and feel. The
solid hardwood decorative side columns create pleasing
lines and frame the Cinema 24 firebox which sits upon
a ledge, effortlessly inviting the attention of your guests.
™

38"w x 13"d x 34"h
(NEFP24-0116E)

Comes with the Cinema 24
(See Pages 6-7 for firebox details)
™

Solid Hardwood Decorative
Side Columns

Pedestal Base

Convenient Hidden Compartment
for Media Components

Option to transform into
Corner Unit

Can be used independently
as a NIGHT LIGHT
™
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THE HOME SHOULD TELL THE
STORY OF WHO YOU ARE AND BE
A COLLECTION OF WHAT YOU LOVE.
PRESTIGE ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGES COLLECTION

Napoleon Prestige Entertainment Packages are very modern
and both the Alanis and the Shelton packages offer a variety of
features and functions. Give your home a refreshing new look with
one of the Prestige Series Entertainment Packages, complete with
Napoleon’s

Allure Phantom 42. The unique firebox contains
TM

a mesh front and matte surround which eliminates distracting
reflections caused by a glass front.

For detailed mantel specifications visit our website: www.napoleonfireplaces.com

SEASON
HIGH INTENSITY

ENJOYMENT
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The Shelton
Add class and style with this fresh, yet classic entertainment
package, stylish, sleek and modern but boasts enough
heat to allow it to feel comfortable in traditional spaces as
well. It comes with everything you need to create a warm
and cozy atmosphere, as well as storage for all of your
media equipment. With the included Allure Phantom
42 Electric Fireplace, transform any room in an instant.
™

60"w x 19 11/16"d x 34"h
(NEFP42-1715BW)
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Brushed Aluminum Round
Accent Posts

Glass Shelves

90 Degree Side Swing
Doors

Convenient Hidden Compartment
for Media Components

Motion Sensor LED Lights

Comes with the Allure Phantom 42
(See wall-mount brochure for details)
™

The Alanis
If you are looking for a modern addition to your space, look
no further than the Alanis Entertianment Package. Sleek,
black, and modern with silver accents, this mantel is the
perfect media storage and fireplace solution. This mantel
package includes the Allure Phantom 42 Electric Fireplace.
At 54-inches wide and only 18-inches deep, the Alanis is
large enough to add drama to a space without being imposing.
™

54"w x 18"d x 39"h
(NEFP42-1815B)

Comes with the Allure Phantom 42
(See wall-mount brochure for details)
™

Silver Accented Drawers

Convenient Compartment
for Media Components

Framed glass door for
media compartment

Electronic Media Compartment with
Wire Management System

Sleek Black Finish
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NAPOLEON - CELEBRATING OVER 40 YEARS
OF HOME COMFORT PRODUCTS

Authorized Dealer
24 Napoleon Road, Barrie, Ontario, Canada L4M 0G8
103 Miller Drive, Crittenden, Kentucky, USA 41030
7200 Trans Canada Highway, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H4T 1A3

Tel: 1-866-820-8686
napoleonfireplaces.com
Consult your owner’s manual for complete installation instructions, accurate framing dimensions and proper clearances to combustible material. Check all local and national building codes. All specifications
are subject to change without prior notice due to on-going product improvements. Products may not be exactly as shown. Napoleon is a registered trademark of Wolf Steel Ltd. © Wolf Steel inc.
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